Although now the Xacobeo operates within the Ministry of Education, Culture, and Sports of Spain's central government, it owes its origins to Galicia and, specifically, to Vktor Manuel Vazquez Portomene, the public official responsible for Institutional Relations and the Speaker of the regional government during Fraga's presidency. 3 In 1992, anticipating a rapid succession of Holy years (1993, 1999, and 2004) , the Xunta [the government of Galicia] medjated between the regions represented on the French and Northern Spanish Routes to create the Consello Xacobeo. Within this framework, Xacobeo Galicia, a regional branch, took on the task of spearheading the revalorization, diversification, and international projection of these routes in the Galician territory.
Why do the Galician tourism authorities continue to rely so closely on the Road of St. James at the time when diversification of tourism is in fashion? Given the weight of tourism branding in regionaJ policymaking, this is a significant question for Galician Studies. Until recently, however, research on Galicia has remained relatively di~connected from the Road of St. James phenomenon, which has been a less popular topic of inquiry in Galicia or Spain than in Britain and the USA. This began to change with t he foundation, in 2011, of the Institute for Pilgrimage Studies at the College of William and Mary, whose yearly symposia became an interdisciplinary venue where medievalists, theologians, and sociologists could meet experts on 'Galicia and Spain. It became clear that the history of the Road makes Galicia, especially well positioned to generate a new type of debate, decentralized and transnational in nature. 4 Still, at first glance, the Road of St. James might seem a strange place for regional identity-making. To begin with, it is not a place at all, but rather an itinerary: A sequence of places to go through, which, albeit constructed as historical, also overlap in an intriguing way with Marc Auge's concept of "non-places." Indeed, as this chapter will demonstrate, the cuJtural encoding of the Road offers a surprising baJance of history, identity, and what Auge terms "supermodernity," which requires a careful reconsideration of the type of branding that emerges when regional self-identification meets tourism and pilgrimage:
If a place can be defined as relational, historical and concerned with identity, then a space which cannot be defined as relational, or historical, or concerned with identity will be a non-place. The hypothesis advanced here is that supermO;dernity produces non-places, meaning spaces which are not themselves anthropological places and which, unlike Bauddairean modernity, do not integrate the earlier places: instead these are lisrc:d, classified, promoted to the status of 'places of memory,' and assigned to a circumscribed and specific position. 5 As scenarios of an ongoing rite of passage, the towns and cities along the Road occupy the limjnal space of the ritual. 6 Yet thinking of a place as liminal, as a spot that is "neither here, nor there," is hardJy conducive to competitive place-identities? Besides, how can one configure a regional image based on a larger itinerary without triggering undesirable consequences, such as regional competition? Add to this that the rise of the pilgrimage ro ute between the twelfth and fifteenth centuries, responding to the European consolidation of "Christendom," as well as its revival from the late twentieth century onwards, are events of a tranSnational scale, and the complexity of grounding an identity project for Galicia on the success of the Camino--the term by which I wiJJ refer here to those sections of the pilgrimage path that crosses through GaJician territorywill become clear.
These apparent difficulties, however, have not stopped the autonomous government of Galicia from developing a program of regional revival around the Camino phenomenon. Far beyond economic planning, the comeback of the Camino since the 1980s came across as an opportunity to produce a modern ethnic identity. During the years of the presidency of the Partido Popular in Galicia, the Ethnography Section of the regional Department of Culntre undertoo k an ambitious program of creating a special ethnographic inventory with the aim of binding the Camino to the renewed notio ns of Galician ethnicity. Between 1993 and 1995, ethnographers, local historians, to urism pro moters, and infrastructure engineers, among others, were hired or received grants and fellowships to contribute lists of all monuments and cultural practices that could set the foundation for the region's ethnic archive that the CanJitio would reinforce, multiply, and carry abroad. 8 Such a renovation of ethnic identity with an eye o n the twenty-first century was not unique to Galicia: In the 1990s, other autonomous governments within Spain also drafted similar programs for recasting their territories in ethnic terms, using notions such as "cultural landscapes" and "ethnographic parks." The volume AproximacitJ,,. a utJ itJ. umio ettMgrafico TJRsco, 9 produced by the Basque C ultural Observatory, contains a usefuJ overview of the notions of ethnically relevant heritage that different regio nal admirustrations were using. 10 The regionalization of a revived transnational route was not unprecedented either, since similar inventories have been drafted ip other parts of Spain, including Asturias, La Rioja, and-most radically-Cataluiia, which, following the Strategic Tourism Development Plan for 2004-2010, is now promoting the "Ca.ml de Sant Jaume en Catalunya," with its own layered road signs and emblems. 11 The Associations of Friends of the Road of St. James and a wide range of other supranational, national, regional, and local institutions and civic groups-from the American Pilgrims on the Camino and the Londonbased Confraternity of Saint James to municipalities and pilgrim hostels associations-are working together on producing and maintaining the Road in terms that are both practical and symbolic. These diverse entities have a common tendency to treat the route as a place-a destination rather than an itinerary-and are driven by a shared desire to harness it as heritage. Their attempts at ethnic branding of Galicia within the framework of the Camino reflect the not-always-holy foundations of Europe, and the roles reserved for Galicia in European geopolitics. 12 As Eva Mourii'io LOpez and Sasha Pack have argued, the high profile of the Road of St. James-which, after the visit of Pope John Paul II in 1982 was recast as a spiritual and cultural prototype for the present-day Europeanism--derjves from a strong, yet unsatisfied, need for a version of common past that could consolidate Europe. The exaltation of a route that had been established in the Middle Ages partially in order to connect the reconquered areas of the Iberian Peninsula to Christendom and to assist in its repopulation by the Pope's subjects, made this so-called cultural itinerary vulnerable to a series of unsettling questions about the role of Islam, xenophobia, and territorial policy.
The Assembly of the European Council, described the pilgrims as follows:
They were guided by their common faith but also by their will to meet their neighbors, communicate with them, exchange goods and culture ... This Leads to developing friendships among people, and a sense of belonging to the same community that I dare to call European. 1 3 Yet, anyone familiar with Book V of the twelfth-century compilation of liturgical te~ts and legends related to St. James and the pilgrimage known as the Codex Calixtinus or Liber Sancti Jacobi-which offers practical guidance to pilgrims en route to Santiago-has seen the limitations of these friendships and this sense of community, in the medieval context. For instance, the anonymous French author of Book V informs us:
The Navarrese ... dress most poorly and eat and drink disgustingly. The whole household of a Navarrese, to be sure, the servant no less than th~ master, the maid n o less than the mistress, eat from a single dish ali the food mjxed together; and they eat not with spoons but with their own hands and furthermore drink from a single cup. If you saw them eating, you would take them for dogs or pigs in the very act of devouring; if you heard them speaking, you would be reminded of the barking of dogs. This is a barbaro us nation, distinct from all other natio ns in habits and ways of being, full of all kind of malice, and of black color. Their fuce is ugly, and they are debauched, perverse, perfiruous, disloyal and corrupt, libidinous, drunkard, given to all kinds of violence, ferocious and savage, impudent and false, impious and uncouth, cruel and quarrelsome, incapable of anything virtuous, well-informed of all vices and iniquities. 14 Gaticians fare a bit bener: "[They J are more like us French people than other Spanish savages, but nevertheless they can be hot-tempered and litigious." 15 Still, a strict demarcatio n between "us French people" and the rest of the people, to whom similarities to "Saracens" are attributed, is maintained throughout the meclieval text. There is little echo of these ethnic and religious conflicts in recent cultural campaigns aimed at tracing European identity back to the pilgrimage. None of these conflicts have mattered in the pro-European context of the period since the 1980s when, in Sasha Pack's reading, Christian ecumenism took the Road to return into European politics under the guise of shared cultural values.
Pack suggests that we take a close look at the "conch shell emblem that the Franco government had placed on road signs [in the 1960s]; the new markers would mimic the nascent European flag, bearing a stylized yellow abstraction of a conch shell against a solid blue background." 16 It was not, however, until the regulations of the European Union's Common Agrarian Policy took force, and the conservative government of Manuel Fraga came to power in 1990, that a dialogue on the Camino fully emerged. Thjs debate was catalyzed by the EU restrictions on agricultural and milk production, which assured an end to the "esquemas de autoconsumo" [self-consumption schemes], which had constituted the foundation of the Galician economy. In a region with low levels of urbanization and population growth, the task was "un enfoque ruralista mas que un enfoque estrictamente agrarista, [a ruralist, rather than a strictly agrarianist, approach]. 17 Galicia's mission within the European Union became to reinvent the rural sphere, transforming it in a way that diminished its dependence on the agricultural sector. 18 Culture, rather than agriculture, has therefore become one of the driving forces behind the high profile of the Camino in this process of reinvention, and in the rebranding of Galicia. Still, evidence suggests that the recasting of pilgrimage as a route of cultural tourism has proven most beneficial for the city of Santiago itself and, to a lesser degree, for other medium and large size towns, while failing to reverse the depopulation of small towns and villages. 19 Modern processes of standardization, infrastructure management, and movement control are partially responsible for these imbalances. During the 1990s, in preparation for the sequence of successive Xa.cobeo hol y years, the Xunta invited a number of experts to contribute their insights concerning local ethnic heritage. Yet the strategies for transforming stretches of old highways and mud roads into freshly marked itineraries followed a desarrollista mindset of dear-cut routes connecting tourism centers. The anthropologists Xose Ant6n Fidalgo Santamariiia and Yolanda Barriocanal L6pez leave us with compelling stories that document the pains triggered by this standardization. 10 Earlier generations of pilgrims-these scholars remind us-had never followed a single ro ute that couJd be simply recognized, typified, and marked with the blue and yellow conch signs. Major Roman roads in the region, while eventually integrated into medieval pilgrimage routes, had led towards Braga, rather than to Santiago de Compostela, and proved difficult to revalorize in the framework of the Camino promotion by the Xf!'nta de Galicia. 21 One fundamental problem is the dominance of the Spanish central state in controlling the tourism blueprints of autonomo us regions within the country. Since 1988, the central government in Madrid, acting through the public agency Turespana, has regulated Spain's national brand-the Marca Espa1ia-and its international distribution. Autonomous regions including Galicia need to operate within this framework. Rooted in the early twentieth-century idea of diversity within unity, this centralist framework creates competition between regions for recruiting visitors, and especially for having the chance to branch out to the international arena. 22 Just as all other promoters working for the Autonomous Communities, Galician tourism authorities use every XRrobeo year as a precious outlet to relaunch the regional image on the world markers. Furthermore, since the Road of St. James has the potential of remaining the sole image that the Xu11.ta can transmit abroad, the hlgh weight of the Camino in Galicia's tourism should come as no surprise.
More surprising is the diversity of meanings attached to the Road . The recent revival of the Camino has produced a shift in the interpretations ascribed to the places that it traverses, now imbued with layers of historical, cultural, and anthropological auras that turn them into highly variegated "places of memory. " 23 When the European community first expressed an interest in the route, the Sparush Pilgrims' Association perceived it as a danger: The fashion for pilgrimage tourism would put an end to the Road's real, religious, purposes. 24 A decade later, however, from inside Galicia, there emerged a different impulse: that of adding to the Christian road to Santiago a pagan section. In 1997, the route from Santiago to coastal towns of Muxfa and Fisterra was not even marked. 25 Now, however, two decades later, it has emerged as the road's most "authentic" stretch and as one whose mystical and pagan connotations are perceived as conducing to a sense of place that is more deeply rooted in the Galician spirit. 26 The mystical nature of Galicia is, of course, a commonplace originating in the work of late nineteenth-and early twentieth-century Galician nationalists. Pagan mysticism has now been fused to the secularized route, making thjs dimension of pilgrimage an effective tool for GaJician itnage-mak:ing, and a crucial component in the "shifting relations between cultural identity, cultural history, cartography and aesthetics" in present-day Galicia. 27 What remains unresolved is the place of Galicians themselves in this revivified Road. Are they to find their image as the Road's participants, or simply as perennial hosts, exploiting touristi.c interest in "monumental time" and producing convenient narratives about their communities as ancient builders of these monuments? 28 Arturo Soria y Puig, an engineer and prolific promoter of the Road, suggested a wide range of potential participants: "With a little imagination and a gentle push, the Road of St. James could be transforrt?-ed into the first linear sacred, historical, and artistic park serving both the inhabitants of the towns that it crossesfor short outings and walks-and outsiders wishing to undertake a pilgrimage for religious reasons, or to have a new pleasant experience of spending a month or a week walking or riding a horse through the country, along a historical route full of possibilities that people from Central Europe find more or less exotic. " 29 The inhabitants of the towns and the villages on the Camino are invited to join in: but the nature and meaning of their itinerary, beyond short outings and walks in a park, remain open.
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